
SHREWSBURY HOUSE PRE-PREP 

Friday 11 October 2019 

NEWSLETTER 

 

It has been a week full of activity and endeavour at the Pre-Prep with no shortage of additional excitement! A 
very well supported, informative Future Schools Parent Talk, a whole school art day, a sunflower assembly and 
Year 1 football vs Kingswood House were just some of the highlights. 

In such a busy week it was timely that we focused on World Mental Health Day on Thursday, reminding the 
children just how important it is to express and share their feelings, while learning ways to manage their 
thoughts and emotions.  It was brilliant to hear the children sharing the different ways that they relax and take 
time to reflect .  We need to instil the importance of mental health into even our very youngest children and 
provide an environment where they feel safe and comfortable to talk and share their feelings.   

Have a good, and hopefully restful weekend.   

 
Jon Akhurst 
Head 
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NURSERY 

This week we have enjoyed a sensory exploration 

week. We used our five senses for listening to 

different sounds, looking closely at our 

environment, smelling a variety of scents and 

touching and feeling different textures in and 

around Nursery.   

After examining the feathers, Ted said the “feathers are tickly. 

It’s golden and sparkly.”  

Scrunching a dried leaf in his hand, Zac commented, “It sounds 

like a rock dancing.”  

Zayn differentiated between  paper and wood explaining that 

the paper is “crunchy” and the wood is “ticklish.” 

We tasted different vegetables when we baked our cheese and 

vegetable muffins. We chopped and mixed together  

spinach, sweetcorn, cheese and peppers.   

There was a flurry of activity on Art Day, as we created 

paintings in our House colours. We explored various art  

techniques, from bubble painting to creating a variety of  

collages using different textures and coloured paper.  

Edward R said, “It feels spiky,” as he handled 

the pinecone.  

According to Freddie, the brush felt 

“scratchy.”  

George remarked, “It’s a ball, not a big ball,” 

as he played with the play foam.  

Harry suggested that “the pinecone feels 

scratchy,”  

while Mylan felt the wool suggesting, “It’s 

fluffy.”  
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RECEPTION 

The Reception children have been busy bees this 
week.  They have had a fantastic time preparing 
various pieces during Art Day that we cannot wait to 
see on display in the school soon! 

  

 

 

The children have been so excited to lead their liter-
acy learning this week, writing and illustrating in 
their independent “Busy Bee” workbooks.  We were 
so impressed seeing the children apply their phonics 
knowledge independently.  Another focus has been 
learning how to use technology for different  
purposes.  Harrison enjoyed using the interactive 
white board to create pictures of rainbows, to  
write numbers and to practise writing  
“curly caterpillar” letters in cursive.   

Jeevan, Danny and Jean-Pierre found different ways to use the iPads 
including playing puzzles, word games and taking photographs.  A 
huge highlight has been discussing how to look after bears in our own 
homes as our class bear, Rocky, goes on his first adventures with the 
children this week!  After reading the story “The Everywhere Bear” by 
Julia Donaldson, the children feel well-equipped to look after 
him.  We can “bearly” contain our excitement that he will be visiting 
the children at home.  We cannot wait to read about all of their ad-
ventures together. 
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YEAR 1 YEAR 1 

Year 1 have continued to enjoy exploring materials and their 
properties in Science this week.   

They have embraced their role as scientists to carry out 
experiments testing their predictions on which materials float or 
sink.  The children enjoyed working with a range of objects 
identifying the materials they were made from and used excellent 
scientific vocabulary when describing the properties of each 
material.   

When experimenting with an orange before 
and after it was peeled we learnt that the 
weight and size of an object does not          
determine whether it can float or sink The 
children predicted that the unpeeled orange 
would float and the peeled orange would sink 
and were surprised to discover that this was 
not the case during our experiment.    

We have been learning about the     
stages involved in scientific                 
experiments and continued the process 
by reporting back our findings and  
concluding our results by discussing the 
most suitable materials to use to build 
a raft.  
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YEAR 2 

 

The Year 2 Team 

Year Two had a very interesting visitor this 

week.  Our RE topic this term asks 

questions including "Why is the Bible          

important to Christians?” and we were really 

pleased to hear from Derek Daniel, an          

ex-teacher of SHPPS, who has translated the   

Bible into one of the many languages of the 

Philippines. He told us about the island of 

Mindoro, where he worked and about the 

challenges of learning a new language and 

translating the Bible. 

We have also had a wonderful time creating a 

piece of collaborative artwork for our 

Shrewsbury House Pre-Prep houses. 
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Celebration Assembly  

Happy 

Birthday to:- 

Henry G 

Daniel O 

Edward R 

William L 

 

Congratulations to:- 

Ibby, Swimming Certificate 

Alex H, Rugby Certificate 

Thomas S, Rugby Certificate 

Gold Stars were awarded to:- 

Joe C 

Senan L 

Oscar S 

Thomas D 

TRACK Certificates:- 

Miles—for Kindness 

Aiyan—for Kindness 

Stanley—Care 

Alexander N—Resilience 

House Points 

Green  87 

Blue  41 

Red  73 

Yellow  77 
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PSHE News... 

 

 

This week, we celebrated  

 World Mental Health Day.   

The children talked about the various ways that we can 

look after ourselves such as eating correctly,  

enjoying exercise as well as looking after our minds.   

 

The whole school came together to enjoy a number of 

fun, relaxing activities such as “melting” where we make our bodies freeze up before melting and    

relaxing.  We all had a super time at playtime, enjoying a range of thought-provoking activities.   

The children played games and made chalk pictures on the playground floor, helping to calm our 

thoughts.  A very popular addition to playtime was the colouring-in station, a putty and gloop area as 

well as a reflection tent!  We are excited to continue being aware of our mental health.   

We can help by talking to 

people who don’t feel 

right”  

Calum   

“I go and hunt for little 

conkers”.   

Lenny 

“I stay by myself for a little 

while and listen to calming 

music or have a sleep to 

calm down”. 

Ivy 
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Follow us on 

Twitter... 

Follow us on Twitter... 

If you aren’t already following us on 

Twitter our handle is @shspreprep and 

we regularly update the account with 

news on the exciting activities in which 

the children are taking part. 

Forest School 

Necessities for a Happy Bear 

Reception have been enjoying exploring the woods over 

the past couple of weeks, keeping a good look out for 

bears!  Along the way we have heard a number of different 

sounds, branches creaking in the wind or  

maybe low rumbling growls? We spied shiny brown sweet 

chestnuts amongst the crunchy leaves or did we see two 

brown goggly eyes?  We caught a glimpse of a shiny wet 

nose peeping out at us from behind a tree trunk, it was a 

little bear but he was looking a little worried.  

As the children in Reception are very kind and caring they 

wanted to comfort their new little friend, deciding on ways 

to help him feel safe and happy again. 

“We can make a cosy warm den” – Ivy 

“He needs food” – Jeevan 

The children worked together creating a happy, cosy place 

with all the necessities a little bear will need when he  

            hibernates for winter. 

Discussing how tricky it had been to spot the 

little brown bear as he was so well camouflaged, 

we thought it might be fun to have a go at  

disguising ourselves as little bears and hide away 

in the woodlands too! Collecting an assortment 

of natural camouflage materials we made brown 

bear masks and black bear masks but agreed 

that white polar bears would be too easy to spot 

amongst the woodland flora. 
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YEAR 1  And finally...some other lovely moments from our week... 


